ReedGroup Announces Unified Canadian
Absence Management Services
June 22, 2017
WESTMINSTER, Colo.-- Today, ReedGroup® formally announced its new suite of North American
absence management services with the official opening of its Canadian-based data center that supports
LeavePro®, the company’s leading edge absence management software platform. Bilingual and
customized, LeavePro is an innovative, single system platform for Canadian-based and cross-border U.S.
businesses that need aligned North American leave, disability, and workers’ compensation management.
“With this expansion, ReedGroup now has a full suite of absence management services that allows
employers to seamlessly manage leaves across North America,” said ReedGroup CEO David Roberts.
“We are excited to have a strong Canadian presence. This full commitment to the Canadian marketplace
signifies our focus on delivering innovative, integrated solutions to meet our clients’ needs.”
Few providers offer both consultative advisory services that drive absence insights and the capability to
administer leaves and disability claims. “ReedGroup is a true Canadian business with in-country assets
and Canadian office locations,” said ReedGroup Canadian Absence Leader Tom Gergely. “Combining
Canadian local market knowledge and expertise, ReedGroup offers employers operating across North
America the ability to effectively handle the complexities unique to various Provincial Workers’
Compensation Boards, alongside US leave legislation and policies.”
ReedGroup Canada offers performance and risk analysis and absence consulting services through the
company’s ReedInsights suite of services. In addition, the company provides a full array of outsourced
services in the disciplines of workers’ compensation and disability management.
To learn more, visit ReedGroup’s new Canadian website, reedgroupcanada.ca.

About ReedGroup
ReedGroup, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Guardian Life Insurance Company of America®, is a leading
health and productivity organization providing services to over half of the Fortune 100 companies. With
more than 2000 employees, ReedGroup has operations across the United States, Canada, and India.
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